
I Intro. (Jan. 25, 1987 ACC, Jan. 21, 2007) 

 The term that connects this section with the 

previous is “struggle.” It comes from the same root 

as “striving” in 1:29. Paul desired that his readers 

be aware of his great effort in doing all that he 

could to bring his readers to maturity (2:1-3). His 

goal was that they not be deceived by the false 

teachers (vs. 4). Finally he said that he was with 

them in spirit, glad to see the extent to which they 

already were mature (vs. 5). 

 

II Paul Impressed upon the Colossians How 

Important Was Their Maturity (Col. 2:1-5). 

 A. Paul struggled that they might be 

mature (2:1-3). 

  1. (vs. 1) How believers will fare at 

the coming judgment seat of Christ was behind 

almost everything that the apostle Paul did (1:28; 

cf. vv. 22-23). He considered his work to be in 

vain if a believer went astray (Gal. 4:11); it 

certainly was not enough for Paul merely to see 

someone believe in Jesus. Thus he explained 

regarding the effort he put into this incomparable 

goal; “For (ga;r)” in explanation of 1:29, “I want 
(Q evlw)” or desire “you to know (ei jdevn a),” not by 
“experience,”

1
 which might have been gi n wvs k w, 

but by intellectual “perception,”
2
 by Paul simply 

informing them of it, for they had not seen him 

endure it; “how great (h Jli vk on) a struggle (ajgw'n a) I 
have on your behalf.” It is the term, “struggle” that 

directly connects this section with the previous. It 

is a cognate of the term “striving (ajgwn i z ovmen o ")” 
in 1:29. Originally the reference was to an 

“‘athletic competition’ (in the sense of 

a)…contest, (or) race.”
3
 Thus WP translates it, 

“how great a contest I am having,”
4
 but he meant it 

in the sense of “an inward contest of anxiety like 

the mer i mn a (merimna) for all the churches (II 
Cor. 11:28).”

5
 So here it is to be understood in an 

extended sense of “a struggle against opposition, 

(translated variously) struggle, fight…Anxiety, 

concern.”
6
 On the other hand we cannot rule out a 
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physical side to Paul’s struggle as well inasmuch 

as he was in prison suffering while writing this 

very letter. His struggle was in behalf of three 

groups of people. As mentioned, it was in “behalf” 

of the Colossians, but he also struggled in behalf 

of “those who are at Laodicea, and” then also “for 

all those who have not personally seen my face,” 

that is, lit. “for how(ever) many who are presently 

in a state of not having seen (eJovr a k an  perfect, 
active, indicative)” Paul’s “face (p r ovs wp on) in the 
flesh (s a r k i v).” This phrase “undoubtedly includes 
Hierapolis (4:13),”

7
 but it cannot be limited to that 

city. The “Hierapolitans” are not named, “probably 

because they were less closely connected with 

Colossæ (see 4:15 sq.), and perhaps also because 

the danger was less threatening there.”
8
 It is not 

inconceivable that somehow even we are included 

in the statement. We certainly have not seen his 

face, but Paul knew that future generations would 

be reading and heeding his writing of Scripture. 

Remember also that Jesus prayed, “I do not ask in 

behalf of these alone, but for those also who 

believe in Me through their word” (Jn. 17:20). 

One question that confronts us is whether or not 

we have concern for believers who have not seen 

our faces. Frankly we struggle with having a 

concern for those who have seen us. We must do 

better. 

  2. (vs. 2) Here we have the purpose 

of Paul’s struggle for these believers whom he had 

never met. It was in order “that (i {n a) their hearts 
(k a r di va i) may be encouraged (p a r a k lh q w's i n).” 
“Heart” refers to the “seat of physical, spiritual 

and mental life…of the emotions, wishes, 

desires,”
9
 and “includes everything in the inner 

man including the mind.”
10
 “Heart” then really 

stands for the whole person with an emphasis here 

on one’s disposition regarding the future. Paul 

wanted that disposition to be one of 

encouragement. So he informed them of his great 

struggle on their behalf in order that they might 

“be encouraged,” or inspired “with courage, spirit, 

or hope,”
11
 which is, “to instill someone with 
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courage or cheer.”
12
 It certainly is encouraging to 

know that someone is struggling greatly on your 

behalf. 

 Encouragement will only be a reality for 

them after “having been knit together in love.” 

“Having been knit together” 

translates, sumbi ba s qevn t e" [sunbibazoµ], 
meaning, “to bring together into a unit, unite,”

13
 

unless it means, “to advise by giving 

instructions,”
14
 such as it has in 1Cor. 2:16. That 

sense follows this pattern of the word’s meaning, 

“to join together, hence to consider, by ext. to 

teach” (Libronix Info.). Instruction cannot be 

excluded from the context as the words 

“understanding” and “knowledge” show. 

 Being thus united “in love,” or “in the 

‘sphere’
15
 of love,” “which is the perfect bond of 

unity” (Col. 3:14) and here means that they have 

been bound together in their willingness to give 

sacrificially of themselves with joy in seeing to it 

that God’s will was realized in the object(s) of 

love, just as Paul was doing for them. 

 Their being knit together was also literally, 

“(un)to (ei j") all the wealth that comes from the 

full assurance of understanding.” There is no word 

for “attaining” in the text, though the concept 

indeed seems to be that this is the “goal.”
16
 The 

“wealth (p lou't o ")” or “riches” in view are 

spiritual in nature of course, such as in Eph. 1:7, 

“the riches of His grace,” 1:18, “the riches of the 

glory of His inheritance,” and 3:16, simply “the 

riches of His glory.” We have already seen that 

these riches and/or wealth “is Christ in you, the 

hope of glory” (Col. 1:27b).  

This is the wealth “that comes from,” or 

has as its source (Perhaps the ablative of source – 

cf. D&M, p. 82) “the full assurance 

(p lh r of o r i va ") of understanding (sun evsew").” Or 
perhaps better, the genitive of apposition is in 

view with the meaning being, “wealth of 

assurance,” with the sense, assurance in abundant 

supply. Perhaps the statement is sufficiently vague 

to include both ideas.  
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This is “the full assurance (p lh r of o r i va ") 
that comes from understanding (sun evsew").” “Full 
assurance” is a “state of complete certainty.”

17
 

Certainty of what is in view? It is not justification 

salvation that is in view in the context because he 

has been discussing Christian maturity against the 

backdrop of presentation at the judgment seat of 

Christ. Also in the context of 1:9b-10 in a similar 

sounding section where Paul’s prayer for them was 

recorded, we have this: “we have not ceased to 

pray for you and to ask that you may be filled with 

the knowledge of His will in all spiritual wisdom 

and understanding, so that you may walk in a 

manner worthy of the Lord, to please Him in all 

respects, bearing fruit in every good work and 

increasing in the knowledge of God” (cf. Eph. 

1:15-19a). More importantly, see Col. 4:12; 

“Epaphras, who is one of your number, a 

bondslave of Jesus Christ, sends you his greetings, 

always laboring earnestly for you in his prayers, 

that you may stand perfect and fully assured in all 

the will of God.” Clearly there the sense is one of 

Christian maturity and having certain knowledge 

that one is right where God wants him in this life. 

This one will be prepared for the presentation that 

was so important to the apostle (Col. 1: 22, 28). 

Such certainty is based on and/or is produced by 

“understanding (sun evsew" subj. gen.),” which is, 
“the faculty of comprehension, intelligence, 

acuteness, shrewdness…such as God grants to 

God’s own.”
18
 “Paul desires the full use of the 

intellect in grasping the great mystery of Christ 

and it calls for the full and balanced exercise of all 

one’s mental powers.”
19
 Because that is true, 

“understanding” is also included in Paul’s prayer 

for the Colossians in 1:9. Such understanding of 

God’s will is only possible in intimate connection 

with God’s word (See 3:16.). 

 Such “wealth” is very beneficial in 

standing against Gnosticism, “resulting (This 

supplied word for ei j" is based on the follow mng. 

from BDAG: “w. the result of an action or condition 

indicated,” though Col. 2:2 is not referenced 

there.) in a true knowledge (ejp i vgn ws i n  “The 
compound ejp i vgn ws i " is an advance upon gn w's i ", 
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denoting a larger and more thorough 

knowledge.”
20
) of God’s mystery (must h r i vou), 

that is, Christ Himself.” The original reads, “God’s 

mystery, Christ.” Because Christ is revealed in the 

OT, the sense of this mystery being Christ must be 

understood in connection with the new 

dispensation (1:25-27). Lightfoot suggests 

something of this sort, “The mystery here is not 

‘Christ,’ but ‘Christ as containing in Himself all 

the treasures of wisdom’”
21
 (vs. 3). In the 

background then is the understood change from 

the old to the new covenant, the change in God’s 

focus from Jews to Gentiles, and from the nation 

of Israel to the church. 

  3. (vs. 3) As a matter of fact, it is 

Christ “in whom (ejn  w|/) are hidden 

(ajp ovk ruf o i  [“here again…the Apostle adopts a 

favourite term of the Gnostic teachers, only that he 

may refute a favourite doctrine. The word 

apocrypha was especially applied to those esoteric 

writings, for which such sectarians claimed an 

auctoritas secreta (‘authoritative secret’ ed., Aug. 

c. Faust. 11.2, 8. p. 219) and which they carefully 

guarded from publication after the manner of their 

Jewish prototypes the Essenes.”
22
] from men, that 

is) all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.”
23
 

All the realities of our present dispensation were 

hidden in Him and/or in God (Eph. 3:9) from 

eternity, and were not revealed in the OT (Col. 

1:26). Though the verb “are” is present tense, it is 

in some sense an historical present, and really does 

refer to the past, “For to us God revealed them” 

through the Spirit; for the Spirit searches all 

things, even the depths of God”
24
 (1Cor. 2:10). In 

that context, where Paul is discussing the mystery 

in which God’s wisdom, which is, “not of this age, 

nor of the rulers of this age” (2:6b) was “hidden,” 

but was also, “predestined before the ages to our 

glory” (vs. 7b), though not revealed in the OT (vs. 

9), God has now revealed it in the NT. 

Beforehand, this mystery was hidden in God (Eph. 

3) and/or Christ as it is stated here (Col. 2:3).  

Now there may be aspects of that mystery 

that come to be known to us practically as we live 
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our Christian lives and the Holy Spirit from within 

enlightens our minds to apply principles from this 

formerly concealed new covenant. That apparently 

comes out here too. For Paul discusses of what are 

the “transcendent”
25
 spiritual “treasures 

(qh s aur o i ; ‘our thesaurus, for coffer, storehouse, 
treasure’

26
)” consist, namely, “wisdom (s of i va ") 

and knowledge (gn wvsew").” As we saw on 1:9, 
where “wisdom” appears with “understanding,” 

we said, “Sun es i " (understanding)…is the faculty 

of deciding in particular cases while 

s of i a  (wisdom)…gives the general principles.”
27
 

Similarly, “S of i vvva  is mental excellence in its 

highest and fullest sense,”
28
 and, “While gn wvsew" 

applies chiefly to the apprehension of truths, 

s of i va " superadds the power of reasoning about 
them and tracing their relations.”

29
 The knowledge 

is “special and intellectual, in regard to doctrinal 

truth; whence comes ‘the full knowledge’ (Col 

2:2).”
30
 So wisdom helps us decide what to do 

with specific areas of knowledge, how to apply it. 

B. Paul’s goal was that they not be 

deceived by the false teachers (2:4). 

 1. (vs. 4) Paul plainly stated his 

purpose for writing “this,” to the Colossians, 

namely, “in order that no one may delude you with 

persuasive argument.” The expression “no one” 

shows that Paul wanted the Colossians defended 

and protected against every false teacher. “Delude” 

translates p a r a logi vzh t a i  [paralogizeµtai], “from 

p a r a [para] and logi z o ma i [logizomai], to count 
aside and so wrong, to cheat by false reckoning, to 

deceive by false reasoning (Epictetus).”
31
 “He 

refers to the blending of Judaism (prob. the 

Essenes, ed.) with Oriental philosophy (prob. fr. 

the Gnostics, ed.), and the combination of this 

mixture with Christianity (so-called, ed.).”
32
 A 

false teacher uses the method of “the clever 

presentation of his message. That is exactly what 
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heretics always do. They argue from probabilities 

and build a system of teaching on deductions.”
33
 

That does not make what he says any more true, 

but it does tend to make it more likely to be 

believed. Thus we come to his device of a 

“persuasive argument,” which translates the 

Greek, ejn  p i q an o logi va/ [en pithanologiaµi]. It is a 
“Rare word (Plato) from p i q an o " [pithanos] and 
logo " [logos], speech, adapted to persuade, then 
speciously leading astray. Only here in N.T. One 

papyrus example. The art of persuasion is the 

height of oratory, but it easily degenerates into 

trickery and momentary and flashy deceit such as 

Paul disclaimed in I Cor. 2:4 (oujk ejn p i q o i " 
s of i a " logo i " [ouk en pithois sophias logois]) 
where he uses the very adjective p i q o " [pithos] 
(persuasive) of which p i q an o " [pithanos] (both 
from p ei q w [peithoµ]) is another form. It is curious 

how winning champions of error, like the Gnostics 

and modern faddists, can be with plausibility that 

catches the gullible.”
34
 Notice that what we have 

here are arguments that seem plausible, but are 

false. In Rm. 16:18, Paul wrote of men who were, 

“slaves, not of our Lord Christ but of their own 

appetites; and by their smooth and flattering 

speech they deceive the hearts of the 

unsuspecting.” 

C. Paul was with them in spirit, glad to see 

the extent to which they already were mature (2:5). 

 1. (vs. 5) Paul wanted to encourage 

his readers in that he already was encouraged 

about their spiritual progress. “For (ga;r)” he 
explained, arguing “against their suffering 

themselves to be beguiled, drawn from a regard to 

his personal authority as though he were 

present”
35
; “even though (ei j k a i ;) I am absent 

(a[p ei mi  lit., ‘away I am’) in body (t h '/ s a r k i ; ‘in 
the flesh’), nevertheless (ajlla;) I am with you in 

spirit,” an expression that indicates the extent to 

which he was concerned about them and 

constantly thinking about them (1Th. 2:17; cf. Col. 

2:1; also used in a negative context in 1Cor. 5:3). 

Paul was “rejoicing to see,” literally, “and 

seeing” the Colossians’ “good discipline 
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(t avxi n  ‘The military line…unbroken, intact.’
36
; It 

‘expresses the outward aspect of the Church’
37
),” 

“answering to ‘knit together’ (Col 2:2) as a well-

organized body”
38
 “and the stability 

(st erevwma  ‘occurs only here in the New 

Testament’
39
; meaning, ‘to make steady, and 

probably the same military metaphor as in 

t a xi n…just before’
40
; It is the “state or condition 

of firm commitment,”
41
 and has primarily to do 

with “inner strength”
42
) of” their “faith (p i vst ew") 

in Christ.” This picture may have arisen from the 

“enforced companionship of St Paul with the 

soldiers of the prætorian guard at this time (Phil. 

1:13)”
43
 See 1Pt. 5:9; Acts 16:5 for cognates. 

Paul referred to their good discipline and 

the stability of their “faith in Christ 

(t h '" ei j" Cr i st o;n  p i vst ew").” Obviously because 
Paul is considering the current state of their faith, 

he is not at all referring to their justifying faith at 

the moment of their salvation, but rather to their 

faith for daily Christian living. He means to say 

that this faith is in an orderly and stable condition, 

“but Paul feared that this condition might change. 

He did not want the false teachers to talk them into 

believing something false by deceptive 

arguments.”
44
 Thus while he encouraged them, 

implicit in that encouragement is a warning as 

well. 

 

III Conc. 

 “The Christian’s wealth is his or her 

thorough understanding of God’s truth. The 

essence of God’s revelation is Christ (cf. 1:27). 

The better a Christian understands God’s true 

revelation concerning the person and work of 

Jesus Christ the better he or she will be able to 

recognize and refute false doctrine.”
45
 

 Dr. Constable adds, “God has revealed in 

Christ all that a person needs to know to establish 
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a relationship with God. Thinking that the source 

of true spiritual wisdom is somewhere other than 

in Christ can produce terrible disorder in the 

Christian life.”
46
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